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Abstract. The research focuses on the rental housing market in Riga and reveals that among factors that affect the rent level in neighbourhoods of Riga the most are distance from the city centre, neighbourhood safety, quality of housing and transport infrastructure, access to shopping malls, and employment opportunities. The aim of the research is to analyse the housing market in Riga, by putting a special focus on price determinants and lesson keys of Helsinki. Quantitative and qualitative research methods are used in the paper with the biggest contribution being extraction and analysis of data about more than 1800 rental apartments in Riga from the largest Latvian online real estate advertisement platform. Quantitative analysis is based on investigating relationships between average rent levels in different neighbourhoods of Riga and index values of 23 urban environment factors. In addition, the rental housing market in Helsinki is researched, emphasising few guidelines for rental housing market improvements in Riga, such as introducing government subsidies.
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INTRODUCTION

Cities are extremely diverse places, offering home to more than 54% of world’s population: more than four billion people live in urban environment today. In Latvia, the level of urbanization reached 67% in 2016, which is still significantly lower than in most developed countries; however, just the capital of Latvia, Riga, hosts 33% of country’s population.

One of the very basic human needs is decent housing, and, in large cities, there are always minor and major issues when satisfying this need. A city never offers a homogenous housing market; urban dwellers have different needs, so they are offered different types of accommodation in rather contrasting neighbourhoods of the city. While many prefer to own apartments*, significant fraction is either not able to afford an apartment or not solvent enough to be granted a loan from a bank. For some, their individual preferences determine their inclination towards rental apartments, especially for younger people who prefer mobility. As a result, around 25% to 30% of people in the European Union rent their apartments.

Among and within neighbourhoods there are several factors that determine the rent level of a dwelling, to name a few: quality of housing, proximity of

* this share is especially high in Latvia due to historical reasons such as privatization boom
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employment and educational institutions, access to social services, development of transport infrastructure, etc. Shortage of housing, overpriced rent/unaffordable housing, as well as imbalances between the quality of housing, its surroundings and rent are among the many issues city residents face when looking for accommodation.

The authors have had an opportunity to get to know the situation of the rental market of Helsinki more closely; the situation has aroused interest in getting to know, analysing and comparing the situation in Riga. This paper focuses on the rental market in Riga, Latvia, with the purpose of analysis of the main determinants of rent levels in Riga and possible directions of rental housing market development based on the example of Helsinki.

1. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

One of the most significant data shortcomings in the research was a lack of comprehensive official data about rental prices in Riga. For research purposes, data from the largest Latvian online real estate advertisement platform (Rent prices, 2018) were extracted, containing 1805 advertisements about rental apartments in 41 administrative areas of Riga. Data included 13 6-room apartments, 41 5-room apartment, 101 4-room apartment, 406 3-room apartments, 689 2-room apartments, 548 1-room apartments with the average size of 61.14 m² and median size of 51.00 m².

Unreasonably low or high-priced offers were excluded from the dataset with assumption that the advertiser was giving false and/or inaccurate information, which would distort the dataset. Some advertisements had inaccurate information, e.g., giving the rental price for one room, while stating the whole apartment area; all such advertisements were excluded from the dataset. In few advertisements, rent was given per day, not month; monthly rent calculations were done for all such advertisements. Afterwards, for each listed rental apartment, price per square meter per month was calculated. The following calculations and correlations are based on these data.

Separate average and median rent price calculations per square meter per month were done for each neighbourhood in Riga. Areas that had less than 10 apartment listings were excluded from the dataset and correlations to increase data reliability. Fewer listings are not credible enough since few very highly priced listings can significantly distort the average rent for that area. This is also the reason why median rent was calculated, as it gives a more true ‘average’ by mitigating the effect of outliers that are distant from the rest of the data and skew the average.

Data from the Development Department of Riga City were used to rate neighbourhoods (Stratēģijas uzraudzības sistēma, 2008). They provide a comprehensive overview of 60 neighbourhoods in Riga with ratings from 0 to 5 for such factors as housing quality, water, heating, gas and electricity supply, sewerage, waste management, green area, playgrounds, public sports and cultural facilities, bike lanes, public transportation, parking, education institutions and libraries, health care and social care centres, shopping malls, employment opportunities, and neighbourhood safety.
The first correlation analysed relationship between neighbourhood distance from the central business district and rent level in the respective neighbourhood. For this analysis, additional data about distances were extracted from Google Maps. The following correlations were calculated to explore relationship between factor ratings mentioned above and rent levels to further analyse which of these factors had the most significant effect on the rent level. Calculations covered obtaining the correlation coefficient and coefficient of determination ($R^2$).

Correlation coefficient $R$ shows how strong is the linear relationship between two variables, and the coefficient of determination $R^2$ shows what part of differences in one variable is explainable by differences in another variable; the percent value represents how much of the data will fall within the line of regression equation; however, not always this proves causality, so both quantitative and qualitative data analyses are necessary.

To get a more thorough understanding of the rental market in Riga, this paper briefly looks at forthcoming changes in rental market regulation, OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) recommendations for rental housing, and social housing situation in Riga.

In the last chapter, the rental housing market and its characteristics in Helsinki, Finland are explored; data from national statistics agencies of Latvia and Finland are used to calculate money spent on rental housing as a share of household’s disposable income.

2. RENTAL HOUSING MARKET IN RIGA

According to the calculations from the dataset, in Riga, the average rent per square meter of all listed offers was 9.25 EUR/month, while the median rent per square meter was 7.35 EUR/month. Median rent is also closer to the average rent when calculated as an average of sum of each neighbourhood’s average rent – 7.77 EUR/month. 366 or 20.28% of listed apartments were in new buildings, where average rent per square meter was 10.44 EUR/month and median rent per square meter – 8.43 EUR/month. In the rental housing market of Riga, the largest demand is for renovated 2- and 3-room apartments, for apartments in new buildings, and 1-room apartments in the city centre (LATIO, 2016).

13% of the housing stock† in Riga is rental dwellings, but there are differences in share of rental housing in different neighbourhoods, which affect rent levels depending on a smaller or larger rental dwelling supply. In the city centre, more than 40% of rental housing is rental dwellings, in Maskavas forštate and Āgenskalns around 20%, while in very populous neighbourhoods of Purvciems, Ķengarags, Imanta and Pļavnieki only 5% to 7% of housing stock is rental dwellings (Rīgas domes Pilsētas attīstības departaments, 2016).

Table 1 shows average rent per square meter per months in EUR in 27 neighbourhoods of Riga. Calculations reveal that the most expensive areas for rental dwellings are Ķīpsala, Āgenskalns, Vecrīga, and the city centre

† according to Central Statistical Bureau, housing stock includes single-dwelling residential buildings, residential premises in multi-dwelling residential buildings, and residential premises in non-residential buildings
(over 10 EUR/m² a month on average). The least expensive areas are Sarkandaugava, Daugavgrīva and Bolderāja (around 5 EUR/m² a month on average). Rental dwellings in other areas cost between 6 and 9 EUR/m² a month.

Table 1. Average Rent per m² per Month in EUR in 27 Administrative Areas of Riga, Latvia (developed by the authors, based on Renting prices, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Average rent per m², EUR</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Average rent per m², EUR</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Average rent per m², EUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Āgenskalns</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>Jugla</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>Purviems</td>
<td>8.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolderāja</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>Klīversala</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>Sarkandaugava</td>
<td>5.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrs</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>Krasta rajons</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>Vecmīlgrāvis</td>
<td>7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Čiekurkalns</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>Ķengarags</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>Teika</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daugavgrīva</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>Ķipsala</td>
<td>12.33</td>
<td>Torņakalns</td>
<td>6.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dārzciems</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>Maskavas priekšpilseta</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>Šampēteris-Pleskodāle</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzegužkalns</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>Mežaparks</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>Vecrīga</td>
<td>11.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iļģuciems</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>Mežciems</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>Ziepniekkalns</td>
<td>7.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imanta</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>Pļavnieki</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>Zolitūde</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the bid rent theory, all employment opportunities are located in the city centre or central business district (CBD), so different types of land use, which depend on proximity to the CBD, determine the rent: the closer the area to the CBD, the larger the land rent (Kauko, 2005).

Figure 1 shows correlation between the area proximity to the CBD and the rent level in neighbourhoods of Riga. Correlation coefficient is −0.645, which is a moderate (but close to strong) negative relationship, i.e., the further away an area from the CBD, the lower the rent per square meter. Coefficient of determination is 0.416, thus indicating that 41.60% of variations in rent can be explained by variations in proximity to the CBD.

![Fig. 1. Correlation between the rent and proximity to the CBD (developed by the authors, based on Renting Prices, 2018).](image-url)
Proximity to the CBD and minimization of travel costs are significant factors in decision making regarding accommodation location, but this decision is far more complicated and affected by a larger group of factors. Urban dwellers care about green surrounding, architecture, and many social factors that do not always directly depend on distance to the CBD.

Hedonic price theory puts emphasis on quantitative and qualitative characteristics of property in determining price/rent levels, and the rent determination becomes even more complicated when decentralization of employment is considered.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the neighbourhood overall quality index and rent level; the correlation coefficient is 0.33. It is a weak positive linear relationship.

![Fig. 2. Correlation between average rent per m² a month in EUR and neighbourhood quality index (developed by the authors, based on Renting prices, 2018).](image)

While the overall neighbourhood quality to some extent definitely affects rental prices, in order to achieve a more detailed and trustworthy analysis, it is necessary to analyse relationships between rent levels and separate urban factors that the overall index consists of. Table 2 represents six (out of 23) separate factors that had the strongest correlation with the rent level.

According to the data, neighbourhood security has the strongest relationship with the rent level. It makes sense that people value their safety highly, and one must also consider that affluent neighbourhoods normally attract people of higher social status, creating a relatively safe environment. Quality of streets/infrastructure, housing quality, employment opportunities in the area, proximity of shopping malls, and availability of public transportation are among other factors that are likely to determine the rent level in the neighbourhood.
Table 2. Six Factors Most Affecting Rental Levels in Neighbourhoods of Riga (developed by the authors, based on Renting prices, Riga City Council City Development Department, 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood safety</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.333583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.253125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing quality</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.238839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment opportunities</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.234295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping malls</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.181646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transportation</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.120921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rental market regulation aspects in Riga are analysed in the next part of the article.

3. RENTAL MARKET REGULATION IN RIGA AND ITS FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The Ministry of Economics has offered a new regulation framework to develop the rental housing market and increase the accessibility and affordability of rental housing, as well as protection of tenants. In future, all rental agreements will have to be registered in the land register, or they will not be binding. This will increase information transparency and speed of dispute resolution (currently dispute resolution on average takes about 2 years). Registration in land register is also planned to be an administrative fee free process.

The new regulation will facilitate moving out of bad tenants and thus decrease risks for investors. Rental agreements will have to have defined rental periods in future (after termination a new agreement will have to be made), and rise of rent will be possible only if such point is clearly defined in an agreement (Ekonomikas Ministrija, 2017).

If the plan is successful, among possible benefits are more affordable housing, increase in investment and development of new rental housing, increase in efficiency of legal proceeding/dispute mechanism, decrease in grey economy (lately, tax authorities have been more effective in collecting rental taxes).

Social housing situation in Riga is another troubling issue. There are only 60 social houses in Riga for families with low income. While queues for municipal apartments in Riga have reduced twice since 2010, 3479 families were in the queue in 2016. Rent in these apartments per month is only 0.06 to 0.60 EUR/m². However, these queues move very slowly, and often social apartments do not offer decent living conditions (Rīgas domes Mājokļu un vides departaments, 2017).

According to the OECD, officially, only 13 % of Latvians live in rental dwellings. While the actual share is larger, there is still a gap between European Union’s average of 25 % to 30 %. People in Riga more often prefer to rent rather than take loans either because of doubt about paying back the loan or because the bank does not grant it. The OECD recommends increasing funds for low-cost rental
housing in areas with increasing employment, creating a national database for individuals to apply for housing support in areas with better employment opportunities, and to require rental housing developers to ensure a share of apartments for decent pricing (Urpena, 2017).

Nevertheless, the state should take a more active role in developing rental housing, considering such options as long-term loans for building/renovating the housing stock, as well as grants and real estate tax discounts. In Riga, 45 % of apartment buildings were built before 1941 and only 2 % of the buildings have been built since 1993. In 2016, average living space per person in Riga is 30 m² (38 m² in Latvia), and since 2010 it has increased only by 3 m² (Ekonomikas Ministrija, 2017). This also signals for a need of investments in building maintenance and renovation. In areas where economy and entrepreneurship are growing, one of the basic conditions is decent rental housing.

4. KEY OF HELSINKI

Helsinki is a decent example that Riga can be compared to because of a similar geographical location and size of population. Researching the rental market of Helsinki was based on the publicly available information from online local database website etuovi.com to be similar to ss.com. In general, Helsinki has four housing clusters: inner city/old Helsinki, both affluent and deprived multi-storey suburbs close to inner city, multi-storey suburbs built in the 1960s and 1970s, and single-family housing areas. 60 % to 70 % of price variation in Helsinki is explained by distance to the CBD, income and status (Kauko, 2005). 25 % of Finns live in rented dwellings but this number is a lot higher for younger people – about 55 % of 20–29-year-olds (Statistics Finland, 2016). What highlights a bigger contrast between the two capitals and countries is housing deprivation: on average 5 % of the EU population suffers from severe housing deprivation but this share reaches 15.5 % in Latvia, while in Finland it is less than 1 % (EUROSTAT, 2017).

2/3 of building land in Helsinki is owned by the municipality, enabling usage of pro-active measures and creating a supply of housing that is elastic, and ensuring minor price reactions. Helsinki only leases municipal land, so they have more influence on housing developers and timing, as well as attract less private investment, as investors are willing to own both land and buildings (Andersson, Pettersson, & Strömquist, 2007).

The rental market is divided into two parts: government subsidized and non-subsidized apartments. Government subsidized ones are ARA (Housing Finance and Development Centre of Finland) dwellings (known as ARAVA dwellings) that are built with government loans (also grants for repairs and guarantees on loans), in which the rent is determined by the cost correlation principle; 60 % of these apartments are owned by municipalities and 40 % by non-profit housing organisations but they are competitive with the private rental market (Statistics Finland’s PX-Web databases, 2017a).

According to Finland’s bureau of statistics, in the third quarter of 2017, the average rent per square meter of a non-subsidized apartment in Helsinki was 19.44 EUR, while rent per square meter of a government subsidized apartment was
on average 34.11% lower – 12.81 EUR (Statistics Finland’s PX-Web databases, 2017b). Thus, rent for a 60-square meter government subsidized apartment would be about 769 EUR/month and 1166 EUR/month for a non-subsidized one.

The Finnish private rental housing market was deregulated in the period from 1990 to 1995 based on promotion of market economy and freedom of choice, while criticized by a need for continued tenant protection and state’s involvement in rental housing market regulation (Kettunen & Ruonavaara, 2016). Rental agreements in Finland are liberal and with very few restrictions. “Until further notice” rental agreements are common (although termination notice period is 3 to 12 months beforehand). When the supply exceeds demand, Finns often do not decrease rent levels but offer rent-free periods and some service improvements (Kaleva, 2017).

50% of housing stock in Helsinki is rental dwellings; within these, half are ARAVA state subsidized and rent-regulated apartments, and the state is active in keeping them affordable. Tenant selection is based on urgency of housing need, income level and assets; homeless people are prioritized (and Finland is the EU champion in tackling homelessness), and the only requirement to apply is having either Finnish citizenship, a registered right of residence, a residence permit card, or a student’s residence permit (City of Helsinki, 2017).

The ARAVA dwellings primarily host low-income earners or people with no regular income, and they give their dwellers a chance to save up money and take a loan to buy their own apartment. One of the disadvantages is that by offering housing to people with low income and education can promote social exclusion. To avoid that, Finns try to provide maintenance in time and have an on-going dialog with inhabitants, as well as coordinate dwelling allocation regionally (Korhonen, 2004). ARA monitors costs and quality standards and promotes innovation in housing; many projects host a variation of apartments for different users – owner-occupied, non-subsidized and subsidized rentals, cooperative housing, student accommodation, and housing for elderly. For some of ARAVA apartment houses, architecture is quite exceptional. In most areas, ARAVA houses are being renovated, some demolished, transport infrastructure developed, environment and services improved, and some EU funded projects are carried out (Housing Europe, 2017). All these prove to be welcome measures in preventing segregation and social exclusion.

Finland sets another good example with the Finnish Tenants, a nationwide organisation that aids tenants that have issues with their dwellings and provide legal counselling; the organisation also lobbies in the Finnish Housing Ministry (Hammar, 2013). Often individual houses also have housing committees that maintain the environment (Varady & Schulman, 2004). Finally, Finland offers housing allowance programmes for lower-income dwellers in private rental housing, as well as the part-ownership dwellings, where part of a dwelling is owned, and the other part is rented until its value is paid off.

To compare the rental housing situation in Riga and Helsinki, there is a need to see how much is spent on rent if disposable income is taken into account. Comparative price levels show that price levels in Finland are 69% higher than in Latvia (OECD, 2017), and the difference in rent levels is even larger. However, rent as a share of disposable income per household in Helsinki is significantly lower.
In Latvia, the average disposable income per household is 996.92 EUR (CSB, 2015a), while in Finland – 3664.83 EUR (Statistics Finland’s PX-Web databases, 2015), but the average rent per 60 m² apartment is only about 32% of disposable income for non-subsidized apartment and 21% for a subsidized one, while on average urban dweller in Riga spends more than 44% of his disposable income on rental housing.

Table 3. Rent as Percentage of Disposable Income per Household (developed by the authors, based on based on CSB, 2015b, Statistics Finland’s PX-Web databases, 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-subsidized</th>
<th>Government subsidized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riga</td>
<td>0.74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poverty risk index in Latvia is significantly higher for those renting apartments – 31% (compared to 20.5% for those who own apartments or do not have to pay for rent) (CSB, 2015b). Those who own an apartment spend only about 14% of their disposable income on their housing. Only 4.9% of Finns pay more than 40% of their disposable income for housing; it is among the best indicators in the European Union (EUROSTAT, 2017).

Finland recognises that a lack of affordable rental housing hesitates economic growth. Helsinki is active in boosting construction of new housing, enhancing land use, urban planning and social housing in order to combat high rental prices. Dispute resolution is quick in Finland due to minor procedural formalism. In Latvia, procedural formalism is higher and thus duration of dispute resolution is longer; although in both, Finland and Latvia, dispute resolution is quicker than in most European Union countries. Finland is among countries with lower rent control; the stance in contract regulation is neutral. According to Cuerpo, Kalantaryan, and Pontuch (2014), Latvian regulations are more favourable to landlords.

CONCLUSION

In neighbourhoods of Riga, the rent level is significantly affected by neighbourhood distance from the city centre but among factors that have a moderate effect on the rent level one can also find neighbourhood safety, quality of streets/infrastructure and public transportation, quality of housing, employment opportunities, and access to shopping malls.

In Riga, there is no state initiative in developing the rental housing market (including, building or renovating rental housing), and a lack of understanding that this is one of the necessities for economic growth – new employees require additional rental housing. It is of utmost importance to research the potential of renovating old, abandoned buildings instead of building low-quality new ones for rental purposes. On the positive side, since recently, one of the trends in Riga has...
been buying the whole apartment house, renovating and turning it into a rental apartment house.

The present research reveals a lack of statistics about the rental housing market in Riga. However, this is likely to improve with the new rental housing regulation. If the plan is well executed, the new rental housing market environment could attract more investment, facilitate legal proceedings, and decrease grey economy and the results will also serve as a basis for next research about the rental housing market. Among other issues in the rental housing market of Riga are long dispute resolution processes and a lack of public funding in the rental market. In contrast, Helsinki invests large public funds in the rental market. As Helsinki owns 2/3 of land in the city and has created an advanced rental market subsidization scheme, the city has the advantage of controlling the rental housing supply. To have more control of supply and increase the functionality of the rental market and urban planning, the municipality of Riga should facilitate investment in the private rental market, as well as consider subsidizing the rental market; the municipality of Riga owns 7055 houses and 15821 ha of land (Rīgas domes Īpašuma departaments, 2017), which gives a potential of proactive involvement. Currently, a monthly rent is higher than monthly loan payment, and people often get stuck in a vicious circle, where they cannot save up money to buy an apartment because of overpriced rent payments.

Rental market development should not be left in hands of municipal and state authorities alone. Finland sets another good example by introducing a housing organisation that protects the interests of tenants and lobbies their interests in the government, as well as observes cost and quality standards of new rental buildings. This kind of ‘outsiders’ can significantly improve the development of the rental market for the better.
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